Pin the pattern on the fold. Cut the first one with the pattern facing up. Then
turn the pattern piece over & pin to the material for the 2nd one.

Place the first top face up & lay the 2nd top directly onto the first one. Open
the top piece as directed above. Then turn both over & open up the other
side. (see next photo)

Now both pieces are face to face as cut out originally.

Now pin around the sides of the tops as indicated. Sew a ¼ “ seam, remove
pins.

Clip around both sides as if they were darts, including all for corners of the
sleeves. Clip the inside of the neck area. Turn inside out. (please note that
both ends are left open)

Close-up for reference…

With either a tool like above or dull knife or scissors, sharpen your corners
of the sleeves area. (4 of them) Then take your fingers & pull the corner of
the sleeve & the corner of the bottom area of the top.

Now pin the bottom corners of the top as indicated. This will help straighten
out this area. Next make the sleeve areas as smooth as you can & pin down
as close to the edge. Pin in one direction. Do both sleeves as indicated
above. Next pin down just this top side of the neck area. Flip the top over.

Another view of what is pinned before you flip it over.

Turn under the flip side of the top as indicated above.

Another close up view of the sleeve & neck area. Get ready to sew! I used a
slightly larger top stitch along both sleeve edges. The neck is regular straight
top stitch (or you can be creative & use a zig-zag top stitch around the neck
area). I did a few like that. Remove your pins & get ready for the next step.

Remove the pins from the bottom corners. The open ends are to be folded
back like above. See below for a close up.

Fold the corners of the bottom of the top (bottom corner to corner) & place a
pin to mark the middle of each one - TOP/BOTTOM. Repeat to the other
end. I always choose which side will be the outside of the top & therefore I
pull back the outside top pieces & pin them like above. This way I will know
which way is up! I always use red pin heads to mark the middle of every
thing I do. So you will notice that red pin heads indicate the middle. The
white pin demonstrates how I fold back the top-outside.

Fold the bottom half of the top as indicated above. I judged about ¼” or a
tad more. Pin as indicated above.

The dish towel has been cut in half & a gather stitch was done along the cut
edge. I also marked the middle with my red pin.

Take the dish towel with the pattern facing up & match the middle red pins
together & pin down first. Then pin the corners as indicated above.

Using your gathering thread, pull each side, making sure that you spread this
evenly & pin while working your way to the middle of the red pin. Pin down
as you go along.

Turn over & note how it looks. Sew along the bottom edge of the top onto
the towel. See below example.

Sew along lower edge of top onto towel.

Turn the top/dish towel back over again. Remove all pins but the red pin
from the bottom half of the top/towel.
Next turn down & pin the inside of the opposite top as shown. Keep the red
pin in place in the middle!

(camera malfunction) Match the top (brt.orange top) red pin to the bottom
red pin (dish towel) & pin across the bottom as shown to the right of the
ribbon. Next you will match the red pin in the ribbon to the red pin in the
dish towel & remove one of the red pins.

Pin ribbon along the bottom of the top as shown. Use the rest of the pins
underneath the ribbon to attach the ribbon across the bottom – side to side.
You have almost completed one side of the oven apron!

Sew up & down the side of the apron as shown & then pivot the needle &
start sewing along the top of the ribbon, removing pins as you go along, then
down the other side & back along the bottom of the ribbon. Cut your threads
& you are finished with one end!!! Repeat the same for the other side of the
apron.
To display, drape the oven apron over the top of the handle & let it hang
down. To tie, grab the ties on one side & tie into a bow. Repeat the same to
the other side.

